
The global implementation of Concur to automate 
expense management has given Tait Communications 
opportunities to improve operational efficiency, 
supporting the company’s move into value-added 
services.

About Tait Communications 
Founded in 1969, Tait Communications (‘Tait’) is a New Zealand 

technology manufacturer and managed services provider specialising 

in digital wireless communications. Tait designs, develops, 

manufactures, tests, deploys, supports and manages innovative 

communication environments for clients in sectors including law 

enforcement, emergency services, utilities, transport and mining, oil 

and gas. Tait has more than 700 employees worldwide operating from 

offices in four continents, and a network of distributors and dealers in 

more than 150 countries.

“Concur’s UI is nice and easy to use, 
and they have great product support. 
Implementation is very well-drilled and the 
solution has such great functionality – it 
takes a lot of pain away.”
James Pearson, Business Enablement Analyst, Tait Communications

Managing an Expanding Global Operation
Tait has an established radio hardware manufacturing and research 

and development base in its New Zealand headquarters and a 

worldwide client base. The company is currently growing its expertise 

in software and services to deliver added value to its clients. The 

growth of its services business has put a renewed focus on the 

business efficiencies of Tait’s international operations.

Improving travel and expense management has been identified as 

significant for Tait to deliver services more cost-effectively. “Our 

business involves a lot of travel. Airfares and accommodation are 
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amongst our biggest expense items. It was important 

for us to make our staff more accountable for their 

spending and more in tune with company policies,” 

said James Pearson, Business Enablement Analyst, 

Tait Communications.

Tait had been relying on manual, paper-based 

processes to manage expenses. Paper credit 

card statements would arrive in the post, then be 

distributed via internal mail to different offices and 

individual desks. After receiving their statements, 

credit card holders would attach receipts, code the 

expenses and return the documents to accounts 

payable (AP).

The process created issues, was cumbersome and 

often subject to delays. “We had little visibility and lack 

of control on spending, difficulties with reconciliation, 

and we were constantly chasing people to complete 

their expense reports and chasing payment arrears. 

We also had issues with the accuracy of expense 

coding, creating additional workload for our finance 

team,” said Pearson.

“There was never really a question of ‘if’, it was a 

question of ‘when’ – we knew that we had to look for 

a better, more efficient solution.”

Taking a Two-stage Approach
To make its expense management processes more 

efficient, and enable the business to centralise more 

of its financial operations, Tait took a two-stage 

approach. 

As a first step Tait adopted a system to download its 

credit card statement data every month and populate 

an Excel template with that information. Using a 

VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) script, individual 

expense files were then emailed out to each corporate 

credit card holder. At the same time, Tait shifted the 

responsibility to each employee to scan and send 

back electronic versions of their own receipts. Tait’s 

AP team could then upload the data from Excel into 

the ERP system, rather than manually entering the 

information, which they had to do previously.

That introduced an important cultural change within 

the organisation, shifting more responsbility and 

ownership for expense management to employees. 

While there was initially some resistance to the 

changes from staff, it was an important first step to 

usher in further expense management automation.

That second step was the introduction of Concur® 

Expense, with Tait implementing the solution first in 

New Zealand, followed by Australia and Singapore. 

The North American operations were also brought 

online with Concur, and Brazil was added after Tait 

acquired long-time partner SGM Telecomunicações. 

The Americas deployment was completed in late 

2015.

“We had some negative responses when we first 

pushed responsibility for scanning receipts on to 

individuals, but the Concur® ExpenseIt Pro mobile app 

has changed all that,” said Pearson. 

Now Tait’s users are able to take a photo of each 

receipt, which is captured by the Concur system and 

matched with the relevant expense item. Receipts 

received via email are also easily forwarded by the 

user to the Concur system and matched in the system.

“I remember a guy from our Market Insight Group, 

after seeing ExpenseIt in operation, telling me ‘that’s 

awesome, it’ll save me a heap of time’,” said Pearson.

Capacity and Flexibility to Scale and 
Adapt
Tait’s first experience with Concur was when its 

Houston office in the United States began using 

the small business version of Travel, Expense and 

Expense Pay in 2013. In March 2014, Tait made the 

decision to deploy the enterprise version of  

“We liked what we saw, and decided to implement Concur 
across all regions. The implementation was relatively 
straightforward and low-cost.”
James Pearson, Business Enablement Analyst, Tait Communications



Concur® Expense, re-designing the solution to 

optimise the process for the entire organisation.

“We liked what we saw, and decided to implement 

Concur across all regions,” said Pearson. “The 

implementation was relatively straightforward and 

low-cost.”

The Concur solution takes a daily feed from Tait’s 

credit card provider in each country. That means there 

is no need to wait for the monthly statements to be 

issued, giving the organisation real-time visibilty on 

spend. Users can also process their expenses as they 

occur, rather than having to do it all in a rush at the 

end of each month.

“It’s now a lot quicker for us to pinpoint people who 

are behind, and the physical amount of outstanding 

credit card transactions has been significantly 

reduced,” said Pearson.

“It’s also much easier for us to enforce policy 

compliance through the Concur approval and review 

processes.”

Concur’s reporting function has also improved 

the efficiency of Tait’s reconciliation and accruals 

processes.

Tait has also implemented Concur Expense Pay, an 

extended service integrated with Concur Expense. 

Once an expense claim is approved, Concur Expense 

Pay automatically retrieves the necessary funds and 

electronically reimburses employees or remits corporate 

cards. Every user has to have a validated bank account 

before the system processes any expenses, ensuring 

Tait staff are automatically reimbursed for out-of-pocket 

expenses and credit card payments are made on time.

Concur has had a significant impact on process 

efficiency and enabled Tait to ensure spend is more 

closely aligned with policy. “The focus in our finance 

team has changed from data collation and data entry to 

data validation,” said Pearson.

At the same time, under the one global contract with 

Concur, the Houston office continues to benefit from 

using Concur Travel, in addition to the corporate-wide 

implementation of Concur Expense and Expense Pay.

“Everything with Concur can be done from the same 

platform and the same login. Concur’s UI is nice and 

easy to use, and they have great product support. 

Implementation is very well-drilled and the solution has 

such great functionality – it takes a lot of pain away,” 

said Pearson.
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“We’re a manufacturing company, so we have a lot of 

engineers. Engineers tend to be pretty critical of the 

systems we use and we had this comment internally 

about one of our HR systems: ‘if it was anything like 

Concur, it would be good’.”

Europe, Invoice and SAP Integration 
With Concur Expense operating successfully in Tait’s 

Asia-Pacific and Americas regions, the next project is to 

implement the solution for Tait’s European operations, 

with offices in Austria, France, Germany and the 

United Kingdom. Once additional configurations are 

completed to meet local tax rules in each jurisdiction, 

Tait has the capacity in its contract (200 expense 

reports per month) to bring its new European users 

online without incurring any additional monthly costs.

Tait is also investigating the potential of Concur 

Invoice to automate its AP invoice process, which will 

have the potential to provide the company with even 

greater visibility and management of its corporate 

spend.

Finally, there is a broader project currently underway 

to implement a new SAP S/4HANA ERP system, which 

will create further opportunities when integrated with 

Concur for increased automation, visibility and spend 

management.

“Concur provided us with great initial consulting 

services to configure the solution to match the new 

company structure. Now, during the implementation 

of SAP we will be able to easily run up a new, 

reconfigured Concur site for testing.”




